
Practice 101

Morning
Yoga
routine



We all have 
the same
teacher 

within us.
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Tune in 
and focus

Yet it is important to incorporate our yoga practice 
into any given moment of the day, it is still very 

important to ground our practice with a daily ritual of 
yoga postures, breathing exercises, and concentration 
exercises. Committing to a regular, daily yoga practice 
helps us to tune in and focus on living out our intention 
without excessive distractions that cause us to lose 
our focus. Pursue the exercises located on this catalog 
following your early morning ritual.
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Yoga Posture 
Sequences

The Yoga posture sequences included here will help you 
to develop a posture practice of your own.  The first video, 
"12-Posture Sequence," is featured in The Guru in You. 

 Click on the icons below to view the videos:

exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
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Ayurvedic 
Posture 

Sequences
Below are three different Yoga posture sequences as 
seen in The Guru in You and as based on Ayurvedic core 
principles:

exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
exclusive.yogicameron.com/daily-practices/yoga
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Breathing 
Practices

As these practices may be new to you, it is best to watch 
the videos provided to be able to follow the instructions 
correctly.

The three breathing exercises outlined below may be used 
to help control the mind and prana in the body as well as 
resolve imbalances. Practice at least one exercise each 
day for several minutes and build on it. The subtleness of 
the effects of these practices can be experienced quite 
quickly and over time they have even more profound 
influences on the mind. 

The Full Breath: The full breath exercise challenges us 
to use our entire lung capacity, thereby increasing the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the lungs. It serves as a 
default breathing exercise for general practice. 
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To practice the full breath, sit either cross-legged or 
on the knees in hero's pose on the floor, or on a chair 
if that is too uncomfortable. Close the eyes, and inhale 
through the nose for several seconds, and then exhale 
out through the nose for twice as many seconds. Make 
the breath long but never forced. 

exclusive.yogicameron.com/heal-yourself/videos/
exclusive.yogicameron.com/heal-yourself/videos/
exclusive.yogicameron.com/heal-yourself/videos/


Everything is 
attainable.

But everything 
needs action.
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Concentration 
Exercises

Practice concentration after finishing up your breathing 
practice.  Sit just as you were seated for breathing. 

Candle / Object Exercise: Place an object of focus in 
front of you, like a candle, or something else that is simple 
and small in size.  Consider your object of concentration, 
and continue to develop your ability to think of nothing 
but that object for as long as you can.  When your mind 
begins thinking of the meal you're about to have, the 
phone conversation you're dreading making, or anything 
else that seems insistent on distracting you from your 
task, acknowledge that your mind wandered, and return 
to the object.  

Once you’ve managed to concentrate on the object for 
five full minutes, begin increasing the amount of time you 
focus on it on an incremental basis. Eventually, don’t time 
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yourself anymore and simply sit naturally for however 
long feels appropriate each time. 

Before anyone can meditate they need to have one 
pointed concentration on one object, thing or sound. 
Whatever you decide to focus on needs to capture your 
attention so deeply that eventually you fall into meditation 
and move beyond you mind and thoughts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0iZS5dCIHY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEm2jA8ZMjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NSxLlozXFT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNGA-2ISr0U



